General Teacher Directions

1. Copy a class set of the **Draw the Background** page you are using and distribute to students.
2. Using details from your reading text, have students draw, color, and label a book scene. Set aside.
3. Copy a class set of the **Build a Peek-a-Boo Book Scene** directions. There are two sets of directions per page, so you need to print half a class set then cut pages in half before distributing to students.
4. Copy a class set of the **Peek-a-Boo View** border you are using and distribute to students. You can print the wood border options with a color printer or print in black and white and the wood background will be grayscale. Alternately, students can use the solid white bordered “Peek-a-Boo View” pages, and students remove the dark parts. With scissors have students carefully cut the appropriate sections out of the frame you are using.

5. Run glue around the sides and bottom of the vent frame and attach a piece of construction paper or cardstock to the back of the frame. A slot at the top should be open, so you can slide the drawings of the book scene into the “window”.

6. Cut around the border of the **book scene drawing**. After the glue is dry on the frame, slide the scenes into the Peek-a-Book view “pocket”.
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NOTE: Most printers will insert a white margin around the edges of the wood background on the Peek-a-Boo scene borders, so you may need to cut outer edges after you assemble the vent view scenes to remove the white edge.
Build a Peek-a-Boo Book Scene

1. After you have completed your labeled drawing of the book scene view, cut out the scene around the black border.

2. Set your scene to the side.

3. Cut out the empty spaces on the “Peek-a-Boo View” page.

4. Attach an 8 ½” x 11” piece of construction paper to the back of the “Peek-a-Boo View” page. Glue along the sides and bottom edges ONLY. The top side must remain open to provide a slot for the scene drawing to slide in.

5. Slide the scene picture into the opening at the top of the glued pages, one behind the other. You can create more than one scene from the book and change the view by sliding new scenes into the Peek-a-Boo page.
DIRECTIONS: Draw and label a scene from our story in the box below. When finished, cut out the scene and slide it behind your peek-a-boo keyhole view. Consider the shape of the keyhole when creating your scene drawing.
Cut out the black keyhole space
Cut out the white keyhole space
**Draw the Background**

**DIRECTIONS:** Draw and label a scene from our story in the box below. When finished, cut out the scene and slide it behind your peek-a-boo window view.
Cut out grey space between the white "vent slats".
Leave the frame white or add a color of your choice.
Cut out white space between the grey "vent slats"
Cut out grey space between the white “window frame” Leave the frame white or add a color of your choice.
Cut out white space between the wood “window frame”